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Abstract—As part of a NASA dryden autonomous formation
flight program for improved drag reduction of multiple F/A-18
aircraft, a new instrument, the formation flight instrumentation
system (FFIS), for the precise estimation of the relative position,
velocity, and attitude between two moving aircraft without the
aid of ground-based instruments, was developed. The FFIS uses a
global position system (GPS) receiver and an inertial navigation
sensor (INS) instrumentation package on each aircraft combined
with a wireless communication system for sharing measurements
between vehicles. An extended Kalman filter structure blends
the outputs of each GPS/INS in a distributed manner so as to
maximize the accuracy of the relative state estimates. Differential
carrier phase GPS measurements are used to provide high accuracy relative range measurements to the filtering algorithm. A
multiple hypothesis Wald test for estimating the integer ambiguity
between the two moving vehicles was developed as part of this
project. The FFIS was tested in a hardware-in-the-loop simulation
(HIL Sim) before being tested in actual F-18 flight tests. Test
results validated the FFIS performance. Flight test results showed
that the Wald test accurately estimates the integer ambiguity and
that relative range estimates using least squares provide accurate
position estimates with a mean of approximately 7 cm and a
standard deviation of 13 cm.
Index Terms—Formation flight, global positioning system
(GPS), inertial navigation sensor, instrumentation system, Kalman
filtering.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

RECENT experiment at NASA Dryden Flight Research
Center to develop autonomous formation flight for multiple aircraft required the development of an autonomous control
system for performing complex, and extremely precise, maneuvers in formation. Flying in formation promises significant reduction in the cost of operation and increasing the range of aircraft in
formation. Drag reduction is achieved through the alignment of
aircraft vortices, as described in Hummel [1], and Chichka [2].
Flight tests during 2001 with two NASA F-18 aircrafts demon-
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strated a 20% drag reduction on the trailing aircraft [3]. An autonomous control system designed to maintain formation would
improve long term duration and relieve pilot workload as well as
enable formation flight for unpiloted air vehicles (UAVs).
In order to fly in formation and maximize drag reduction, the
autonomous control system needs precise navigation and relative
navigation between all aircraft in the formation. The proposed
control algorithm for autonomous formation drag reduction seeks
the point of maximum drag reduction online. This peak seeking
control algorithm employs a gradient search [4], [5]. The gradient calculation requires precise transverse position estimation.
The better the measurement of the transverse position, the more
precisely the control algorithm will be able to maintain the maximum drag reduction. An instrumentation system was required
to measure relative position of the aircraft in real-time in order
to find and stay in the position of maximum drag reduction. One
goal of the autonomous formation flight (AFF) experiment was
to develop an instrumentation package that could reliably estimate the position, velocity, and attitude of each vehicle as well as
the relative position, velocity, and attitude between two vehicles
to high accuracy and distribute this information throughout the
formation. The instrumentation could not use any ground-based
measurements so that the formation control system only relied
on equipment in the aircraft. A goal of centimeter-level accuracy
was placed on the experiment since the size of the vortex was unknown at the start of the experiment.
Previous experiments in formation flight or precision relative navigation used carrier phase global position system (GPS)
measurements compared to a fixed-base station such as car experiments, see Farrell [6]. Other solutions may combine fixed
base stations with pseudolites such as the work in How [7].
Pseudolites were rejected since these instruments are redundant when compared with carrier phase GPS measurements and
would require a large relative position change of one aircraft relative to the other in order to converge.
A more recent experiment involving landing F-18 aircraft on
a carrier for the joint precision approach and landing system
(JPALS) used a GPS/inertial navigation system (INS) on the carrier and a GPS/INS on the aircraft to measure relative distances
and guide the aircraft to the carrier [8]. This program, similar in
nature to the AFF program, developed requirements and a solution independently and in parallel with the results presented
in this paper, although similar accuracy was achieved. The relative navigation system presented here differs in both hardware
design and estimation algorithm design from the JPALS instrumentation. While both systems used an L1/L2 capable GPS receiver mixed with an inertial measurement unit (IMU), the hardware architecture differed in three substantial ways. The JPALS
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NAPIE was based upon a shared memory architecture where it
utilized a military communication system and measured the latency between the GPS measurements and IMU measurements
but did not synchronize the two instruments. The carrier phase
integer ambiguity problem between the aircraft and the carrier
was solved using the Lambda Method [9], [10]. The relative position was then estimated using a least squares algorithm. The
estimated relative position was blended with the IMU measurements in a loosely coupled manner.
In contrast, the formation flight instrumentation system
(FFIS) designed for use in the experiment presented here, was
built at UCLA with commercial off-the-shelf components. The
FFIS used commercial quality GPS and IMU instruments on
each aircraft. Measurements and estimates were shared between
aircraft using an 802.11-b wireless network. The instrumentation system was designed as a distributed internal computer
architecture which allowed a separation of task by processor.
Each processor was assigned one of the communication tasks
with the GPS, the IMU, the wireless system, and the F-18 control system being developed at Boeing Long Beach. However,
the system, including the IMU sample rate, was synchronized
to the GPS 1 pulse per second (PPS). This ensured that all FFIS
units in the formation were also synchronized. The hardware
implementation is described in more detail in Section III.
An extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm was developed
to blend the GPS and INS instruments to provide the best estimate of relative position, velocity, and attitude. The algorithm
distributes the computation load between the two aircrafts using
a decentralized EKF structure. The INS is used to generate a reference trajectory for each aircraft. The GPS measurements are
blended with the INS to correct for INS errors and IMU bias errors. Details of this algorithm are presented in Section IV.
High accuracy relative position estimation is achieved
through the use of GPS carrier phase measurements to correct
the INS. In order to process carrier phase measurements, the
FFIS must first resolve the integer ambiguity between the two
vehicles. UCLA developed a new method for resolving the
integer ambiguity which does not require any ground-based
instrumentation. This method, referred to as the Wald test, is
briefly discussed in Section V.
As part of this development, the FFIS units were tested in a
hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HIL Sim). The HIL Sim was
an invaluable tool for developing software, assessing algorithm
performance, and troubleshooting hardware before and during
flight tests. The HIL Sim is described briefly in Section VI.
The FFIS was tested in flight on two F-18 aircraft during the
fall of 2001. Over 15 flights took place as part of the research
and development of the FFIS unit. FFIS real-time state estimates
were telemetered to the ground and stored on board the FFIS
during flight. The flight test results are presented in Section VII.
II. NOMENCLATURE
A priori estimate of .
A posteriori estimate of .
Estimation error of element .
Vector of accelerometer biases.
Vector of gyro biases.

Fig. 1. FFIS hardware block diagram.

Speed of light in vacuum.
Cosine rotation matrix from the frame to the
frame.
Expected value of .
Specific force vector in vehicle body coordinate
frame.
Lever arm vector from the IMU to the GPS antenna
in the body frame coordinates.
Unknown integer ambiguity vector.
Position vector in the earth-centered earth-fixed
coordinate frame.
Quaternion rotation from the frame to the
frame.
Time.
Position vector in the Earth Centered Earth Fixed
Coordinate Frame.

Carrier phase wavelength.
.
GPS carrier phase measurements.
GPS code and Doppler measurements.
GPS receiver clock bias.
Angular velocity vector of frame relative to
frame represented in frame.
Skew-symmetric vector cross product matrix.
Time derivative of .
III. FFIS ARCHITECTURE
The FFIS consists of a GPS/INS instrumentation suite combined with a distributed computer architecture and a wireless
communication system. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the
system. For the formation flight experiment, one FFIS is placed
on each aircraft. The FFIS supplies the formation control system
with position, velocity, and attitude of the aircraft as well as the
relative position, velocity, and attitude of the other aircraft.
The FFIS uses two types of instruments, a GPS, and an IMU.
The GPS receiver is an Ashtech Z-12 Eurocard which provides
both L1 and L2 carrier, code, and doppler measurements. The
IMU is a Systron-Donner Motion Pak. This instrument provides
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TABLE I
SYSTRON-DONNER MOTION PAK SPECIFICATIONS

three-axis linear acceleration and three-axis angular rate measurements in an analog output. Table I lists the noise level of the
IMU according to manufacturers specifications.
The GPS antenna and the IMU are separated by over 3 m on
the actual F-18. The GPS antenna is placed along the center line
a few feet in front of the cockpit canopy. The IMU is located off
of the center line and below the pilot in one of the F-18 instrumentation bays. The GPS antenna is located 3.56 m in front,
0.19 m starboard, and 0.81 m above the IMU. The instrument
locations were measured precisely before the experiment.
In order to compute the state estimates in real-time while operating several asynchronous tasks, the FFIS was developed as
a distributed system of CPUs communicating through ethernet.
As shown in Fig. 1, the FFIS computer system uses four CPUs,
on PC-104 format. The FFIS uses a stripped-down GNU/Linux
operating system based on the 2.2.13 kernel on each CPU. The
operating system and run-time software are stored on a solid
state disk drive (disk-on-chip) device. The run-time software is
developed in C using the GNU C compiler standard with Linux
distributions.
The FFIS design, prototype, and software development were
accomplished at UCLA. Boeing used the prototype in developing a system with the necessary robustness for the flight environment. The Boeing system used a distributed power system
and internal cooling as well as a modified structure in order to
allow the COTS parts to survive the full range of the flight environment. The FFIS hardware performed well during flight tests.
IV. FFIS ALGORITHM STRUCTURE
During operation, the navigation algorithms are based around
the base/rover concept. In this scheme, one FFIS unit is designated as the base vehicle and the other is a rover vehicle. Both
operate a standard strap-down INS. Normally, for a single vehicle, the GPS measurements are blended with the INS in order
to correct the local state estimate for IMU bias drift [11]. Since
GPS measurements contain errors common to both receivers,
differential GPS techniques are adopted within a decentralized
relative navigation scheme in order to eliminate the common
errors in the GPS measurements and, therefore, improve the accuracy of the relative state estimates between the two vehicles.
As part of this scheme, each vehicle estimates the local state
relative to Earth using the IMU measurements. The IMU measurements are integrated using a standard strap-down inertial
navigation algorithm to form what is referred to as the INS [12].
This state is calculated at the IMU sample rate of 40 Hz. The
solution is open-loop in the sense that the outputs of the IMU
are integrated to form position and velocity estimates which are
susceptible to errors induced from IMU biases.
For a single vehicle, the GPS measurements are used to correct the INS state for IMU errors in a seventeen state EKF. Both
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code and doppler measurements are processed to provide corrections to the INS. The states of the EKF are position, velocity,
IMU accelerometer bias, gyro bias, GPS clock bias, GPS clock
drift, and attitude. In the case of attitude, a reduced order quaternion model is used [12]. Performance results of this filter in
ground tests are described in [12]–[14]. Flight test results are
described in Section VII.
A. Strap-down Navigation
Each FFIS integrates the IMU measurements using the standard strap-down equations of motion. The INS state on each vehicle only depends upon the local IMU measurements. Details
of the implementation are given in [12].
In implementation, the IMU measurements are first corrected
for bias errors and then used to update the INS state. The INS
state is calculated assuming constant IMU measurements over
the interval (25 ms) and integrated using a standard fourth-order
Runge–Kutta algorithm [15]. Note that both the base and rover
use this scheme for calculating local state estimates. An EKF is
used to correct the INS state for errors and to estimate biases
in the IMU measurements. The two types of EKFs used are described in Section IV-B.
B. EKF for GPS/INS
This section defines the dynamics and measurement equation
models for an EKF which estimates the correction to the INS
state and the bias errors used in the previous section. The filter
uses kinematic relationships to describe the dynamics of a single
vehicle. Both pseudo range and doppler measurements are used
to correct the state. This filter forms the basis of the relative
navigation filter used in Section IV-C.
Since the filter was designed for use in a relative navigation
scheme, and since the GPS measurements provide a common
reference frame in the earth-centered earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinate frame, the EKF defined here calculates the error in the
navigation state rotated to the ECEF coordinate frame. The continuous time dynamics are defined as follows:

(1)
where
is the gravity vector in the ECEF coordinate frame.
term is the quaternion angular velocity term defined
The
in (2) and using the total angular velocity of the vehicle relative
to the ECEF coordinate frame measured in the body axis frame
of the vehicle

(2)

In addition, it is desired to estimate the bias in the accelerometers and angular rate gyros. Since the filter will be designed
using a tightly coupled GPS methodology, the GPS clock bias
and clock drift are also estimated. These terms will be modeled
as a Brownian Motion process.
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The state for the EKF is comprised of the position, and velocity in the ECEF frame, the attitude between the body frame
and the ECEF frame, and the measurement bias errors in the
accelerometers, gyros, and GPS receiver clock. Assuming an a
priori estimated state, the error in each of these states relative to
the true values may be defined as follows:

(3)
represents the error in the rotation matrix. To first
The
is assumed to consist of small
order, the rotation matrix
angles and may be defined as follows [16]:

The measurement matrix is derived using standard GPS measurement equations such as those in [17] and [18]. Both code
range and doppler are used in processing the EKF. The mea. In this equasurement equation is defined as
tion, includes both the code and doppler measurements, is
the a priori estimate of the range and range rate calculated from
the navigation state, is the measurement matrix for both the
code and doppler measurements composed of partial derivatives
of the pseudo measurements with respect to the position and
velocity evaluated at the current state estimate. Details of the
derivation may be found in [12] and [16]. The term represents
the measurement uncertainty for each type of measurement and
is modelled as a zero-mean Gaussian with power spectral dendepends upon the number of
sity . Note that the size of
is a
GPS satellites in view. If satellites are in view, then
matrix. The GPS measurement matrix for satellite
is given in (8), where
,
,
is the position of the satellite, and
is the velocity of the satellite

(4)
(8)
where

is the error in the estimated quaternion defined as:
. The last quaternion term is neglected to first order, but is recalculated using the quaternion
.
constraint equation:
The IMU measurements are modelled as follows:

These two models define the linear relationship used to form
an EKF. The EKF equations in discrete time used are as follows
[19]:
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

(5)
and
are assumed zero mean, Gaussian distributed
where
random variables with covariances
and
, and and
are biases modelled as Brownian Motion processes to ensure
that the filter remains open.
Using these definitions, the EKF is constructed to estimate
the error in the estimated state. This error state is defined as
follows:
(6)
The basic dynamic equation is represented simply as
. The
term represents the perturbation error in the
navigation state. The matrix is the linearized dynamics defined in [12] and [16]. The derivation is not repeated here for
brevity, but may be analyzed by inserting the error relationships
defined in (5), (4), and (3) into (1). The matrix is given in (7).
The process noise, is a zero mean Gaussian with power spectral density

In this discrete time system, the variable denotes time. The
terms
and
are variances associated with and , respectively. This system defines the basic model for estimation
of the base vehicle system. Using this model as a basis, a more
complex system may be defined which is used for relative navigation. This is described in Section IV-C.
C. Decentralized Model for Relative Navigation
For the relative navigation problem, both vehicle states are
considered in order to find the optimal filter structure to minimize the error in both the absolute and relative state estimates.
The state space model can be represented as the following:

(15)

(7)

where
and
denote the error in the state of the base and
and
are the state transition
rover vehicles, respectively.
matrices corresponding to the linearized dynamics, and
and
are the process noise of the base and rover vehicles. Note
that the dynamics are calculated based upon the trajectory of
the local vehicle and are completely independent of each other.
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No aerodynamic coupling between aircraft is modeled. The dynamics are based solely on kinematic relationships for this experiment. The process noise for the dynamics is modeled as
(16)
The total state size is now 34 as this state equation combines
the error in both the base and rover vehicles. Note that the kinematics are completely independent of each other, which is the
case for two independent vehicles.
The measurement model for the GPS code and doppler measurements may be represented as follows:
(17)
where
and
represent the GPS code and doppler available
to each vehicle, and the measurement noise and are modelled as independent, zero mean white Gaussian processes. The
a priori estimates of range are not included in this formulation
for convenience and ease of notation. The GPS common mode
which enter into both meaerrors are included in the term
and
and results in a large correlation between
surements
the two independent systems. The common mode errors are also
known to be much larger than either of the local GPS receiver
or .
errors,
While the EKF will compensate for this correlation, the noise
still colors both vehicle states.
The goal of the experiment is to minimize the error in the rel. If the difference in
ative state estimate defined as
the relative error is minimized, then the relative state estimates
will have better performance. A rotation of the the current state
may be made so that the common mode measurement noise is
and
to
removed. The rotation changes the states from
and
.
A similar rotation can be applied to the measurement states
and
to form the measurement states
and
. In essence,
the EKF uses the GPS measurements from one vehicle and the
differential GPS measurements between the two vehicles as inputs. The result is more accurate relative state estimates in position, velocity, and attitude due to the elimination of the common
mode GPS errors.
Applying this rotation systematically to the state space and
measurement models of (15) and (17), we obtain

(18)
(19)
The measurement
is referred to as the single differenced
GPS measurements. This term includes both the code range and
Doppler measurements. The common mode errors have been
eliminated in the relative measurement. In doing so, correlations
between the states have been introduced. These correlations require centralized processing with a filter state twice the size of
the single vehicle filter. Assuming that the two vehicles are operating along a similar trajectory, the coupling terms may be
neglected. If the vehicles are close to each other ( 1 km) and
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traveling along a similar path, then, to first order, the dynamics
of the two vehicles are equivalent. The coupling term
may be assumed to be zero in these circumstances. The meamay also be assumed zero simply
surement coupling
due to the proximity of the two aircraft. If correlations in the
process and measurement noises are neglected, the system described in (18) and (19) may be completely decoupled into two
filters.
In this case, the case of two vehicles operating along a similar trajectory, the global filter may now be separated into two
separate EKF units, as described in the decentralized approach.
The base vehicle and the rover operates an EKF using
as the dynamics and
as the measurements. The rover vehicle now operates an EKF
as the dynamics and
using
as the measurements.
The use of this suboptimal solution is justified as a trade between computation time, communication bandwidth, and estimation accuracy. The globally optimal filter would require 34
states and GPS as well as IMU measurements from both aircraft.
This would substantially increase the computational burden and
communication bandwidth requirements. The correlation between the process noise and the measurement noise is small in
comparison to the benefit of eliminating the common mode errors from the relative state. Based upon these arguments, the
suboptimal solution was chosen for implementation.
D. Effect of Noncollocated GPS/INS
The algorithm described applies to the case in which the GPS
antenna and IMU are colocated. As discussed in Section III, the
GPS and IMU are located in different parts of the aircraft. In
this case, the measurement models must be modified to account
for the moment arm generated by the distance between the two
sensors.
The effect of the noncollocation of the GPS and INS was
handled by transforming the error state, propagated at the INS
location, to the GPS location using a transformation matrix. The
error is then updated using the measurements in the EKF. The
updated error is then transformed back to the INS location using
an inverse transformation matrix [20].
E. Double Difference Carrier
The final piece in the relative navigation filter is the use of
double differenced carrier phase measurements to provide precise relative positioning. These measurements are processed on
the rover vehicle in addition to single differenced range and
doppler. The measurements may only be processed if the integer
ambiguity algorithm has converged. That algorithm is discussed
in Section V. Once converged, the carrier phase measurements
provide a high accuracy measurement of relative range.
There are several differences between these carrier phase
measurements and the normal code range measurements. First,
the double differenced measurements have a slightly different
H matrix, which is composed of the difference between two
of the single differenced code H matrices. To form the matrix,
one satellite is declared to be the primary satellite. All of the
remaining measurements are differenced with this satellite to
form the double differenced measurements [17]. Second, the
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double difference eliminates the effects of receiver clock bias
error. However, the double difference introduces correlations
into the measurement noise.
The carrier phase measurement model is defined as in (20),
where one measurement comes from the prime satellite and the
other from satellite

(20)
is the double differenced carrier phase measureThe term
is the estimated integer ambiguity calculated in the
ment,
Wald test, and is the wavelength of the carrier.
In order to process these measurements sequentially, the EKF
uses a method in Maybeck [19] to first decorrelate the measurements and then process sequentially using the Potter scalar update.

Fig. 2. FFIS HIL Sim block diagram.

is generated recursively using the following relationship. Refer
to [22] and [21] for development of the algorithm

V. WALD TEST FOR INTEGER AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION
This section briefly describes the method used in the FFIS
to resolve the integer ambiguity so that carrier phase measurements may be used in the EKF described in the previous section.
This method has been presented previously in [21] and will only
be summarized here. The algorithm uses only GPS measurements and is completely independent from the GPS/INS EKF
derived in the previous section. The major achievement of this
algorithm is the ability to converge consistently on the correct
integer ambiguity between two moving vehicles without any
ground-based instrumentation.
The algorithm used is based upon the multiple hypothesis
Wald sequential probability ratio test (MHWSPRT) [22]. This
algorithm calculates the probability that a given integer hypothesis is true out of a set of assumed integer hypotheses in minimum time from a single residual process. The algorithm is recursive for implementation in real-time. The residual process
used combines both carrier and code measurements:

(21)
is
where and are the carrier and code measurements,
the hypothesized integer ambiguity, and is the left annihilator
of the measurement matrix , as in [21] and [23]. The use of
the annihilator eliminates the effect of the uncertainty in the
relative vehicle state on the residual process. Regardless of the
initial estimate of relative range, the residual process is defined
by the noise process and the integer ambiguity bias. The use of
the annihilator works for relatively short baselines ( 1 km).
The residual process is a zero mean, Brownian motion
process with variance given in (22)
(22)
A separate residual process is generated for each hypothesized
integer. Knowing the statistics, the probability density function
for hypothesis at time
may be calculated. Using
, is true
this density, the probability that hypothesis ,

(23)

Note that the sum of all probabilities must equal 1.0 since the
algorithm assumes only one hypothesis can be true. Once a particular hypothesis reaches this value (or a threshold value), the
filter declares convergence and the hypothesis meeting the value
is the correct integer ambiguity.
After the Wald test converges, the integer ambiguity is maintained in a separate algorithm. Only when lock on the integer
ambiguity is lost does the algorithm reset and begin to operate
again. Maintenance routines determine integer biases for the remaining satellites in view using a Kalman filter that employs
the high accuracy relative position resulting from the carrier
phase signal [20]. This computationally low-cost method converges quickly to the correct integers without having to restart
the method presented here.
The satellite with the highest elevation angle is used as the
primary satellite. During the maintenance portion of the algorithm, the satellite with the second highest elevation angle is
used to determine a backup, secondary integer ambiguity set in
case the primary satellite is lost [20].
VI. TEST FACILITIES
As part of the development of the FFIS, the HIL Sim facility
at UCLA was developed. This facility allows the real-time test
and simulation of actual flight hardware in the laboratory environment. A block diagram is presented in Fig. 2.
The simulator primarily consists of an IEC GPS constellation
simulator, which outputs R/F signals to GPS receivers, simulating actual GPS signals. The IEC can simulate two vehicles
with up to six channels of L1 and L2 signals for each vehicle in
real-time.
The IEC is controlled by two workstations each running a
nonlinear aircraft model simulation. The trajectories are run in
real-time and state estimates are output from the work stations to
the IEC simulator. In addition, each work station outputs analog
signals directly to the FFIS in order to simulate actual IMU measurements. In this way, the FFIS units receive all of the sensor
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inputs from actual flight and the algorithms and software may
be tested with precision. The complete HIL Sim provides a truth
model for comparison with the FFIS results. Some of these results are presented in Section VII.
VII. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
Flight tests of the FFIS took place at NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center using NASA F-18 aircraft numbers 845 and
847. The FFIS units flew in a series of experiments starting in
June of 2001 and ending in December of the same year. Results
from these flight tests are summarized in this section.
A. FFIS Wald Test Results
To evaluate the Wald test performance, a least squares relative
state estimate was computed using the Wald test resolved integer
ambiguity and carrier phase measurements.
The Wald test was operated in real-time in the HIL Sim. In
the HIL Sim, the Wald test always converged correctly. The true
integer value could be calculated and verified since the true trajectory was known.
In flight, however, the evaluation process is more difficult. To
evaluate the Wald test, an independent set of GPS receivers was
employed to calculate the relative range between aircraft. This
relative range was then compared with the least squares estimate
generated from the Wald test hypotheses.
The independent system used a commercially available postprocessing software package called PNAV, which is a product
of Ashtech. PNAV calculates the relative position between a
ground-fixed GPS receiver and a moving GPS receiver through
a batch processing method. In this way, PNAV calculated the position of each aircraft relative to a fixed point on the ground at
Edward’s Air Force Base. The estimates of each aircraft state
were differenced to generate the relative position which was
compared with the Wald test least squares solution.
Since PNAV requires a base station to resolve the integer ambiguity, it uses three ASHTECH receivers, one on board each
vehicle and the third is the base station receiver. The GPS receivers are not shared between the FFIS and PNAV. Thus, a
total of five GPS receivers are used in the evaluation process.
The error between the FFIS and PNAV is due to error in the
FFIS estimate and error in the PNAV estimate. The error is expected to be larger than what most GPS manufacturers quote for
differential carrier phase GPS applications because of the large
number of receivers and the different levels of processing involved in this evaluation.
Fig. 3 shows the relative position error between the FFIS
Wald estimate and the offline PNAV estimate. It can be seen
that the FFIS real-time estimate is almost equal in mean to the
PNAV estimate. This can be seen from the almost zero mean
relative position error. Table II gives the mean and standard deviation for each axis in the plot. This type of error is typical for
the flight tests.
In this case, the Wald test converged and the maintenance
algorithms operated on the carrier phase integers so that the
FFIS maintained integer lock for over 1000 s. Typically, the carrier phase integers would remain valid for 782.1 s after convergence. Convergence is only lost if the GPS receivers lose lock
and only three or fewer satellites are still measured. This can

Fig. 3. Relative position estimate error from the Wald test—F18 test.

TABLE II
REPRESENTATIVE WALD TEST ERROR FROM AN F-18 TEST

happen when high roll maneuvers are used during turns which
cause satellites on the horizon to become obscured. In addition,
during the last set of tests, the carrier phase integer ambiguity
was locked for 87.6% of the portion of the flight in which the
FFIS operated.
These results show that the Wald test did converge correctly
on the F-18 aircraft and that the solution was valid for long
periods of time in this highly dynamic environment. Unfortunately, the Wald test could not be proven to converge correctly
during all flight tests. During some tests, the PNAV software
did not converge for most of the flight making evaluation to this
degree of accuracy impossible. However, when PNAV did converge, the Wald test least squares solution was at or near this
level of accuracy in every case, indicating that the two methods
were in agreement.
B. FFIS EKF Test Results
This section highlights some of the EKF estimate flight test
results. The FFIS EKF outputs were evaluated in comparison
with the same PNAV data used to evaluate the Wald test. In addition, the FFIS attitude estimates are compared with the onboard
aircraft navigation system.
During flight tests, a problem was discovered with the flight
qualified FFIS units. The noise level in the IMU was much larger
than expected. The flight units were removed from the airplane
and tested in the HIL Sim at UCLA. During these tests, it was
discovered that the FFIS unit itself was generating the noise in
the IMU channels. This noise level caused the estimates of the
EKF to have larger error than anticipated in flight although it
did operate in real-time.
For the purposes of development, UCLA owned and operated
two other FFIS units that were not flight qualified. These units
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TABLE III
BASE VEHICLE ERRORS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT FFIS IN THE HIL SIM

TABLE IV
RELATIVE VEHICLE FILTER ERRORS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT FFIS
IN THE HIL SIM

TABLE V
FLIGHT QUALIFIED FFIS BASE VEHICLES IMU ERRORS IN THE HIL SIM

were used in the HIL Sim and shown to meet the desired accuracies in relative navigation as opposed to the flight qualified
units. The two systems were meant to be functionally equivalent
in every way, but were not.
In this section, we present results that show how nonflight
qualified FFIS units operated in the HIL Sim. The performance
is compared with the flight qualified units in the same HIL Sim
test to show the level of noise in the flight units and its effect on
estimation. Finally, the best case error in the filter is presented
for the flight tests. The argument is made that if the noise level is
reduced in the flight qualified units, then the FFIS will operate
with the expected accuracy. This claim is made based upon performance in the HIL Sim and the reasonable performance of the
FFIS in actual flight tests.
1) UCLA Development FFIS HIL Sim Results: Tables III and
IV give a summary of the error in the base vehicle and relative
state estimates against the true trajectories. During this HIL Sim
test, the aircraft both followed a similar trajectory consisting of
multiple coordinated turns followed by periods of straight and
level flight. Ionosphere and troposhperic errors were present in
the GPS signals. The IMU model included noise levels equal to
those specified by Systron-Donner (see Table I), although the
true bias in each IMU measurement was zero.
The base vehicle results show very good estimation of the
true state. Large biases are found in position estimates because
the FFIS does not model ionosphere error. These large position
errors are not considered problematic since the relative error estimation process removes the effect of the ionosphere. The velocity estimates are accurate to a few centimeters per second.
The attitude estimates are accurate to less than a few tenths of
a degree. Yaw is the most inaccurate because Yaw is the least
observable during long periods of steady-state flight [16], [24].
All of the bias estimates show near zero mean as do the raw
measurements. The raw_gyro and raw_accel states represent
the error between the HIL Sim generated gyro and acceleration measurements and the actual measurements sampled in the
FFIS. The noise level is slightly larger than the noise for the
IMU listed in Table I.

The relative filter estimates are computed by subtracting the
output of the rover from the base. These estimates show that the
relative EKF position estimates have approximately 15 cm of
bias and 7 cm of standard deviation error. The relative velocity
and attitude estimates are smaller than the absolute error in the
base vehicle. The small error in the relative IMU bias estimates
indicates that the decentralized EKF filter did estimate the bias
error in the rover vehicle accurately.
2) Flight Qualified FFIS HIL Sim Results: The flight qualified FFIS units were evaluated at UCLA in the HIL Sim environment. Large bias and noise values were measured from the raw
analog IMU signals. These signals aversely affected the state
estimation process.
Table V summarizes the IMU performance of the base vehicle FFIS. Immediately, it may be seen that the raw_gyro and
raw_accel measurements are orders of magnitude larger in both
mean and variance than the development units and larger than
the noise level of the IMU. This noise level indicates that the
FFIS unit has an internal problem with the connection to the
IMU since the same IMU noise settings were used in this test as
in the test with the development FFIS units.
From this test, it was shown that the effect of large error in
the IMU propagate into the other states. All of the bias estimates
remain small in mean, but have large standard deviations. The
same holds true for position and velocity. Attitude estimates
have large errors in mean and much larger standard deviations
than the development unit.
The rover FFIS unit has a similar performance and problem as
the base FFIS. The results are not repeated for brevity. Table VI
shows the effect of the larger IMU noise on the relative estimates. Bias estimates have a larger mean and standard deviation
than the base. The relative attitude estimates have enormous bias
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TABLE VI
FLIGHT QUALIFIED FFIS RELATIVE VEHICLE FILTER ERRORS IN THE HIL SIM

TABLE VII
SUMMARY OF EKF PERFORMANCE FROM AN F-18 TEST
Fig. 4. Relative range estimate from the EKF—F-18 test.

in yaw, which is the least observable state. The relative velocity
and position estimates have large biases and standard deviations
compared with the development units.
Based upon these results, the conclusion must be that the FFIS
units have a large amount of noise compared with development
units in the A/D card. This noise degrades the performance of
the FFIS during HIL Sim tests. As would be expected, the performance also degrades during flight tests.
3) Flight Qualified FFIS Flight Test Results: In flight both
FFIS units were able to operate, take data, and compute estimates. These estimates are compared with the PNAV data used
in Section VII-A and the independent F-18 INS solution. While
PNAV accuracy is similar to carrier phase GPS levels when
PNAV converges, the navigation system on each aircraft was
only accurate to 0.5 in each axis which was less than the anticipated FFIS accuracy. However, the high noise in the FFIS IMU
measurements causes the FFIS to estimate attitude more poorly
than was expected.
For the purpose of brevity, only a representative set of data
is presented. This particular flight was flown on November 9,
2001. Table VII shows a summary of the relative error during
a 700 s stretch of data. From this chart, the relative range bias
and standard deviation are much larger than in the HIL Sim,
even though carrier phase data is processed in the EKF. Fig. 4
shows a plot of the relative range during this time period. The
estimates slowly drift with slight biases and large variations over
the interval. This type of behavior and error level was typical
during the last set of flight tests.
During smaller segments of time, the actual required accuracy
was achieved briefly. During 100 s of the above segment, the

Fig. 5. Relative position estimate from the EKF (close up)—F-18 test.

mean and standard deviation of the error became as good as the
HIL Sim results. This error is plotted in Fig. 5. While the FFIS
was capable of meeting the requirements, the low-error level
was not sustainable for long periods of time due to noise in the
IMU.
Table VII also shows the mean and variance of the velocity
and attitude estimates. The velocity estimates are near zero
mean, but have much larger variation in error than the FFIS operating in the HIL Sim. The attitude estimates show larger error
bias and standard deviations on the order of 1 –2 . Typical
error in both attitude and velocity remained in this magnitude
of error. As before, brief periods of exceptional performance
were recorded, but not sustained.
The results presented here point to several conclusions. First,
the FFIS did operate and take data in the flight environment. This
is shown by these results and from the actual flight results of the
Wald test presented earlier. Second, the FFIS did not sustain
relative range estimates to the accuracy required using the EKF,
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although it did meet the requirements using the Wald test. The
third point is to note that given the results in the HIL Sim and
the fact that the IMU noise was corrupted in the flight qualified
FFIS units, minor adjustments to the flight qualified FFIS units
should yield improved results.
Once the problem was discovered, it was not repaired in flight
due to compromises in budget, schedule, and program objectives. The cost of repair in terms of schedule slip was not acceptable. However, the major program milestones, sustained relative
range estimates accurate to 30 cm were already achieved using
the Wald test. Therefore, no major repair was deemed necessary
until the flight tests were completed.

VIII. CONCLUSION
A new instrument for navigation and relative navigation is presented. The system relies on a GPS/INS on each aircraft to provide
measurements. A new EKF is designed to estimate the location
of each aircraft relative to the other. A new integer ambiguity algorithm for estimating the GPS integer ambiguity problem was
developed. The system was tested in actual F-18 aircraft.
The relative navigation system was able to estimate relative
position estimates using a least squares algorithm and GPS only
measurements. This system had a bias of 7 cm and a standard
deviation of 13 cm as compared with a completely independent,
ground-based GPS system. Further, the Wald test operated well
even when the post-processing algorithm did not operate.
The FFIS EKF worked well, but did not meet accuracy goals.
However, the HIL Sim tests shows that if the IMU noise level
is greatly reduced, the FFIS operation should reach expected
levels. The algorithms are sound and the software operates correctly. Even with a large amount of noise in the IMU, the EKF
during some regions only had a mean error of 2 and a standard
deviation of 1 .
The FFIS represents a significant advance in the development
of relative navigation systems. The FFIS may be applied to other
fields of research such as automated aerial refueling or groundbased applications such as precision farming.
Finally, the FFIS can be used to navigate multiple UAVs by
grouping each two neighboring aircraft together and, therefore,
a bank of relative and absolute state estimates of the aircraft is
obtained and updated in real-time. In this configuration, only the
leader aircraft would be operating as a base vehicle, while the
rest would be operating as a follower vehicles and, therefore,
will be operating a relative state estimation filter.
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